
This is the 3rd step.  

It should be noted if you are removing the binnacle only you can
complete this step without completing step 2 (Removing the passenger
airbag panel).

There are only two screws to remove in this step.  They are 3mm Allen
heads of the same length and are located on either side of the
tachometer in the upper part of the instrument cluster. 

After the screws are removed it is a friction fit that requires a firm pull
towards you as you sit in the drivers seat.  The pull should be firm and
with control as if you pull and loose control clip D can scratch the Left
Hand vent. Tape over the vent would be a good idea. 

Pins 1 and 2 do not clip but are alignment only.

Clips A through C are somewhat strong and clip well.  Clip D kind of
hangs out there with not much strength. 

Tips for Installation-

Make sure Clips A through C are properly engaged. You will need to
hold downward pressure on these areas as you slowly slide forward
towards the windshield. Tape over the top of the dash would be a good
idea as to not scratch anything as it becomes a tight fit the closer it
gets to the final resting place.  Watch clip D for engagement as it can
easily slide up too hight and miss the male mating portion. The screws
will go in easily once it is fully engaged in the clips.  
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Clip B Clips Here
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Clip C goes here
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Clip A goes here
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Clip D goes here
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Pin 1 Goes here.  It is
alignment and does not
snap in
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Pin 2 Goes here.  It is
alignment and does not
snap in
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Screw 20 Top View
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Screw 21 location
looking up
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Screw 20 location
looking up


